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10Abstract Only a few studies have dealt with the challenge of bridging the linguistic gap
11between the dialogic realm and the talk of disengaged students. Bridging this gap is particu-
12larly relevant to the CSCL community since one of its utmost aims is to promote the dialogic.
13This study aims to articulate how to harness the CSCL design and affordances to enhance
14dialogic pedagogy with disengaged students. Using temporal analysis of philosophical dis-
15cussions for children, we focus on three disengaged 8th grade students participating in
16successive discussions mediated by a CSCL tool (Argunaut), and follow the way they talk
17with their peers in the classroom. The study shows the gradual emergence of the dialogic
18among those students. We describe the transition of their talk moves, from initially reproducing
19the way they talk to adopting dialogical norms. To explain this we conceptualize the notion of
20carriers of discursive norms and discuss its transformative role in dialogue. The dialogic
21transition was made possible by the pedagogical design and the design of the CSCL tools.
22These affordances allowed the students change the meaning of the conversational building
23blocks of space, silence, addressee, and the ethics of talk.

24 Q2Keywords Disengaged students . Dialogic pedagogy . Technology affordances . Discursive
25norms . Philosophy for children
26

27Introduction

28In this study we explore the questions of how to introduce dialogic talk to disengaged student,
29the mechanism involved in the integration and the role CSCL tools might play in this process.
30The dialogic space (Wegerif 2007) has the potential to be the place where one realizes the
31intertwined state of the dialogic self. One might start a conversation and gradually grasp the
32extent and the depth of the dialogical experience; the role one’s own talk plays in the voicing of
33other participants and in collaborative knowledge building. For this reason trajectories of talk
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34might illustrate the emergence of feelings of serenity of the participants and the broadening
35effect it has on their speech as a result of being heard and recognized.
36The issue of engaging the disengaged student in the conversation is of great interest to us.
37Engagement is defined in this paper as the stretching of the social identification of students in
38such a way that their identity will include multiple memberships in speech communities. This
39approach is different from the authoritative approach of the cultural appropriator in that it
40acknowledges the students’ own voice. The study of trajectories of participation will be used
41here to explain changes in the patterns of talk of three disengaged students in the CSCL
42environments. Recently it has been suggested that high-expectation curricula (Dudley-Marling
43and Michaels 2012) ought to be the preferred pedagogy when dealing with minorities and
44students from low-income families. The program described here−integrating Philosophy for
45Children with CSCL tools; putting a lot of trust on student’s autonomous activity; and
46deliberately focusing on ambiguous questions−is definitely such a curriculum. In this paper,
47we discuss the problem of integrating disengaged students into the dialogic and the changes
48made in the curriculum in order to facilitate this integration. The technological affordances of
49the examined CSCL tool – the Argunaut system−have been helpful in the process. The
50pedagogical design and the delicate discursive moves of group members are also discussed.
51Our starting point is Baker and colleagues’ (Baker et al. 2012) concluding remark in a paper
52in which they acknowledge their failure to engage low socio-economic level students in e-
53discussions:

5455“…What would the theory of learning in schools be like, which also takes into account
56students who do not accept to ‘play the educational game’? such a theory might
57foreground social relations and identities, social milieu, and discourse genres, seeing
58knowledge elaborated as a social, cognitive, and discursive practice to be appropriated
59and articulated with others” (p.14).
60

61On voice and language inequality of disengaged students in the classroom and in CSCL
62settings

63In his classic Speech and language: on the origins and foundations of inequality among
64speakers (1973/1996), Dell Hymes laments the fact that “we have no accepted way of
65combining our understanding of inequality with our understanding of the nature of language”.
66But since that time much work has been done in the field. Among the most important ideas is
67the strong correlation between linguistic differences and the social values. Gumperz (1982)
68argued that linguistic differences are not only causes of misunderstandings, but they

6970… Play an important, positive role in signaling information as well as in creating and
71maintaining the subtle boundaries of power, status, role and occupational specialization
72that make up the fabric of our social life. Assumptions about value differences associated
73with these boundaries in fact form the very basis for the indirect communicative
74strategies employed in key gate keeping encounters…which have come to be crucial
75in determining the quality of an individual’s life in urban society (pp. 6–7).
76

77The teachers/gatekeepers find themselves in the paradoxical position of working toward
78homogeneity of discourse on the one hand (associated with his acculturation mission) and
79trying to embrace linguistic diversity on the other (associated with his societal obligations).
80Hymes’ notion of ‘ways of speaking’ is in this sense a departure from the monolith-humanistic
81model of language in favor of learning about the form of language from its actual realization,
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82accepting the fact that “the generic potentiality of the human faculty for language is realized
83differently” (Hymes 1980, 20). As much as communication and understanding within the same
84language is a matter of ideational expression, it is also an issue of interaction norms and
85conversational conduct between communities of speech which are based not only on interac-
86tive aspects but also on power relations, identity, membership and identification. Therefore, we
87might explore the educational challenge of inter-subjectivity, which is the pedagogical aim of
88engaging and abiding students from different speech communities in the dialogic. In cases
89when teacher and students do not share the same speech community, the pedagogical challenge
90for the teacher who embraces linguistic diversity is to introduce a way of speaking constituted
91on the disciplinary speech community, and to integrate students into that community without
92expecting that the appropriation into the disciplinary speech community will yield homoge-
93nous speakers. In Hymes terms, it is a question of “adaptation of languages” and the
94integration must take into consideration the fact that it is a two-sided process. Diversity must
95not be seen as a problem to overcome but as a fundamental characteristic of the speaker, and of
96his identity (Wortham 2006).
97To understand the speech community and its members, Hymes highlighted the idea of
98looking at the subject from the perspective of the communicative repertoire which goes beyond
99the formal language: “A repertoire comprises a set of ways of speaking. Ways of speaking, in
100turn, comprise speech styles, on the one hand, and contexts of discourse, on the other, together
101with the relations of appropriateness obtaining between styles and contexts” (Hymes 1980,27).
102To be a member of a community is to know its inner speech style as well as its appropriate use.
103The notion of multivoicedness is presented here to signal the potential capacity to enter one
104speech community without losing hold on the original. Following Bakhtin (1981), we will
105describe complementary accounts of the notion of voice suggested by Hymes (1996), and
106Blommaert (2005). The idea of voice as the embodiment of the self is derived from Bakhtin’s
107account of voice as “the speaking personality, the speaking consciousness” ( Q3Holquist and
108Emerson, 1981, p.431). In order to be understood one needs to generate meaning and to affix it
109to objects. One needs to negotiate it. Speakers should be able to transform given utterances
110dialogically, contextualize them, and create the conditions for their response in a way that will
111enable their peers to understand these utterances as closely as possible to the speaker’s
112intended meaning. (Blommaert 2005). Voicing is then socially dialectical: since voice implies
113a response of any kind, an answer, the addressee/other might be indeed hell, because the other
114holds the conditions and the constraints for being heard, but at the same time he is the only
115path towards recognition. Of course, Bakhtin’s notions of authoritative and internally persua-
116sive discourses reflect the fact that the movement is not only from the speaker towards the
117society and the addressee but in the opposite direction as well. For Bakhtin, the mechanism of
118assimilating the other’s discourse into one’s own is a psychological given. Each word/
119discourse (“solvo”) comes with its societal regime, as signified by the multiple meaning of the
120term “solvo” that comes from uniting the uttered aspect of the word with the method of using it,
121with its political grounding. Words hold different meanings when they are assimilated into one’s
122voice. The authoritative discourse “strives rather to determine the very bases of our ideological
123inter-relations with the world, the very basis of our behavior” (Bakhtin 1981, p.342). Educational
124discourse, as well as Moral discourse, are only two types of authoritative discourses explicitly
125mentioned by Bakhtin, as they “demand that we acknowledge it, that we make it our own; it
126binds us…it is, so to speak, the word of the fathers. Its authority was already acknowledges in the
127past…the language is a special language”. The authoritative voice of the teacher is constituted
128dialogically from the encounter. In this passage we also see Bakhtin’s debt to Buber’s ideas on
129dialogue, as the interlocutor is seen, from the standpoint of the authoritative imposer, as “Thou”
130and not as “I”, as instrumental, or as vehicle to circulating ideas.
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131Voicing is thought to be a personal achievement and an act of authorship (Holquist 2002),
132therefore voice, as the capacity to communicate (Blommaert 2005; Nikulin 2006) might also
133be perceived as agency. The notion of voice has certain similarities with the political notion of
134recognition developed by Honneth (1996). Recognition is defined as a social act, aimed at
135approving and ratifying a person (or group) or a specific act, always carrying a positive value
136with it. Based on the view of the self as dialogical and social (as opposed to the atomistic view)
137the need for recognition is fundamental and developmental, as it is perceived as a condition for
138self-recognition. Being recognized is part of becoming a subject: “The self is to be understood
139as a communicatively dialogical and as constituted by and through the recognition of the other
140in communication” (Nikulin 2006, p.29). Ignoring, exclusion, and insult are but three of the
141strategies used to disclaim it. As with voice, so is the moral act of recognition: in order to
142become visible, one needs not only to be present in the public sphere; one also needs the
143ratification of others. One needs to be identified and, most important, to be accepted.
144There are inherent paradoxes with learning philosophy in a school setting from the perspective
145of voice and authority. Philosophy is often taught in school as the history of philosophical ideas.
146When presented as an activity, however, the goal is for students to come to terms with the
147authoritative discourse, for the sake of overcoming it, not obeying it. In other words, successful
148instructional design will lead to the development of multivoicedness among participants in the
149community of philosophical inquiry. The capacity to incorporate some of the institutional voice into
150one’s own voice, to enlarge one’s repertoire in a way that will include institutional discursive and
151ideational moves without being oppressed by it, while staying loyal to one’s own voice is the goal.

152Disengagement characteristics of the students discussed

153The three students discussed in the study−Dor, Yoel, and Avi (all names have been changed;
154students chose their cover names)−were not among classroom’s best achievers. The source for
155concern is not founded solely on their poor achievement; all three seemed unwilling to enter the
156discursive realm, the speech community that constitutes the unique activity of philosophical
157inquiry. Through avoidance, mockery, or extreme resistance, Yoel, Dor, and Avi, respectively,
158were unwilling to share the discursive norms taught by the teacher in the classroom. During the
159entire course Yoel refrained from participating in whole class discussions. Moreover, even
160when the teacher directly addressed a question to him or encouraged him to participate in the
161conversation, he remained silent. As for Dor, he was highly critical of the fact that the lesson
162focused on speaking norms, utterances and epistemologies. He saw these practices as intrusive
163because the purpose of the constitution of the philosophical community of inquiry is changing
164practices and dispositions. Its interest lies not only on the ideational. Dor opposed what he
165regarded as an attack on his way of talking and acting in the classroom, and he opted to make a
166mockery of the teacher’s discourse ridiculing his utterances and mimicking other students’
167efforts to modify their manner of talking. Maybe implicitly grasping a strong insight about talk
168and identities, Dor opposed the possibility of multivoicedness. He advocated a strong separa-
169tion between the voices by making fun of other student’s attempts to speak with the norms and
170utterances suggested by the teacher. Dor epitomized the long lasting effect of the classic IRE
171patterns in classrooms by his unwillingness to move from his classic ‘student’ position or to
172participate in different modalities of classroom talk, Dor suggests that the (non) engagement
173between the teacher and his students should be kept at an ideational level, on which the student
174might be able to model the voice of the teacher without allowing it to influence issues of identity
175and being. Dor does not expect teaching to be relevant to his education.
176Avi acted as if he would not allow other voices, the teacher’s voice in particular, to break
177through his defenses. Whereas Dor used humor, irony, criticism of the talk of the teachers and
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178that of the other students as ‘high’ language, Avi expressed himself, not just through language,
179but by continuing to be late, missing many classes, and explicitly avoiding participation in
180linguistically changing practices. He expressed his protest explicitly through outbursts towards
181the teacher on many occasions, claiming that classroom activities should not exceed the limit of
182the ‘subject matter’, and the teacher should not pretentiously engage in attempts to affect
183students’ways of talk. Although he liked to express his thoughts and ideas in the classroom, his
184outbursts were common when the feedback he received seemed to cross his line of appropriate
185intervention from the side of the teacher. As a result, we did not expect the transition from the
186face to face discussion to the Argunaut plane to dramatically change the way students talk, nor
187did we expect it to be any different from their ordinary classroom performance.
188Interventions aimed at changing discourse practices in urban classroom culture showed
189immense problems (Rampton and Harris 2010). Indeed, productive argumentation is extremely
190difficult to sustain in school (Schwarz 2009). Because the widespread implementation of CSCL
191tools in authentic classrooms is relatively new, there are few studies dealing with its integration in
192classrooms, and sociolinguistic studies that take into account students’ actual way of speaking
193and modalities of interaction on virtual planes are only in their very early stages. Baker and
194colleagues (Baker et al. 2012) examined attempts to integrate dialogismwith students frommixed
195socioeconomic backgrounds through the CSCL tool (‘DREW’: Dialogical Reasoning
196EducationalWebtool). DREWwas used for network discussions on the legitimization of growing
197Genetically Modified (GM) products in France. Discussions were held in a history-geography
198classroom of a secondary school. Most of the students came from families who had recently
199immigrated and fell into the category of socio-economically disadvantaged. The integration of the
200CSCL into the classroom failed, as the classroom “degenerated into chaos and physical threats”
201( Q4Baker et al. 2001, p. 2). Most (64 %–79 % of the discussion on average) of the students’ online
202contributions were off-topic, socio-relational, or used for managing the interaction. The results are
203poor in terms of argumentative quality that compared comparison to other studies in this field
204(Baker et al. 2003). The study also shows that the teacher moderated debate was argumentatively
205much better, on topic andmore elaborated; it correlates teacher control to argumentative quality of
206the discussions. Baker and colleagues explained their failure by suggesting that CHATs and text
207messages are part of students’ life (termed as ‘everyday genre’). Students imported their manner
208of speaking into the classroom debate. The results are also better when talking to a teacher. The
209authors suggest that the entire educational genre is typically conceived by students only as
210interaction with teachers, formal representatives of the institution. They suggest that the distance
211between students’ everyday genre and the genre used in educational settings may explain the
212failure to communicate “educationally”. Baker and colleagues called attention to the need for the
213analysis of the cultural dimension of students in CSCL settings.

214The Argunaut system

215The Argunaut system is a moderating interface that provides the moderator with online
216awareness tools and intervention facilities (Schwarz and Asterhan 2011). The rationale in
217Argunaut is to deliver a unified mechanism of awareness and feedback to support moderators
218in multiple e-discussion environments. The Argunaut interface was added to the Digalo CSCL
219software, a tool for enhancing dialogic teaching through argumentative practices (Schwarz and
220de Groot 2007). This tool encapsulates many layers of ideas about dialogue: for example,
221dialogue is not only a tool for knowing but also an object of reflection. Discussants emerge not
222just as individuals, but as parts of the dialogic space. Finally, the context for which Argunaut was
223designed included dialogical rules of talk to which participants must comply. Students are
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224assigned to a particular conversational space made in advance by the moderator. Inside the
225conversation space, students post their contributions in a way similar to chat: they may post
226messages simultaneously, without knowing the other participants’ activity; unlike chat, there is
227no pre-scripted or designed form of thread to the ongoing posts. For each and every post, the
228students choose a contingent location. None of the argumentative maps, conversational space,
229are identical at the end of a session. Students must also choose the form of the post before
230making a contribution because each form from the repertoire afforded and tailored by the
231moderator for the specific discussion, represents something different: warrants, claims, data,
232etc. This feature supports argumentation by limiting the possibility of posting general notes
233without previously referring to the argumentative nature or in the best case scenario, without
234channeling the thought into a structural argumentative form. Another unique feature of the
235Digalo/Argunaut conversational space is the choice students have to make when connecting
236their post to the evolving conversation. In this respect they only have to choose to which
237previous contributions their current post will connect (using connection arrows). They also,
238however, have to choose the appropriate sort of connectivity from the repertoire pre-designed by
239the moderator. In the classroom described, students had to choose among three options: linking
240as agreement (green arrow), linking as criticizing (red), and linking in a neutral way (black).
241The Argunaut system provides researchers and facilitators with immediate feedback with
242regard to the ongoing conversations. Among these features: graphical representation of the
243contribution of utterances between the participants in each of the discussions; a detailed
244personal segmentation of the argumentative characteristics of the participants, and of segmen-
245tation of their linking; social network analysis of group discussions; and transcripts of the
246discussion in certain modes. Most important, the research interest, or the documentation
247apparatus is already embedded as an integral part of the interface: the Argunaut system
248documents and web-stores automatically every discussion as it takes place, and provides
249immediate or a delayed opportunity for replaying the conversations in any desired speed
250(Schwarz and Asterhan 2011). Figure 1 Q5

251Contextualizing the present study on dialogic education in the use of Argunaut and Digalo as
252representative CSCL tools

253The present study is based on many contexts: philosophy and moral issues discussed (also) in
254CSCL settings, authentic classroom-based secondary education environment, a heterogeneous

Fig. 1 The Argunaut’s conversational space and main features: a student view
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255classroom in which some of the students are typically described as disengaged, and of course a
256year-long study with the same students. There is no clear body of literature referring to the
257work presented here: most of the research about the tools has been carried out in laboratory/
258university settings, and usually in science education. Yet, the most important field that ought to
259be integrated into the CSCL literature is sociolinguistics. Group linguistic differences, as well
260as individual ways of talk, have not yet been investigated: as if the imagined CSCL student and
261object of inquiry has no gender, race, class or ethnicity. In the following section we will
262introduce our preliminary work in the field.
263As mentioned, the Argunaut moderator interface was a further development in the design-
264cycle of the Digalo. In a pedagogical-implementation study conducted by Schwarz et al. (2011),
265the Digalo was used for the learning about the day/night cycle in an 8th grade science classroom.
266Students engaged in e-synchronous discussions and picture-based perspective taking. The study
267reported not only high learning gains, regarded as conceptual change, but also the successful
268implementation of the new pedagogical setting, although in this case the settingwas very different
269from a real-life classroom situation. The tool was also used in a school-based context for the
270promotion of argumentative interaction while learning about electricity in primary science
271classrooms (Simon et al. 2012). In their research the documentation facility of the system was
272used as a pedagogical tool. The students use the discussion maps they created for further
273elaboration and as a preliminary phase to experimenting with the assumptions yielded. The
274Digalo, when carefully designed, proved to be useful for prompting reasoning, although it did not
275enhance the quality of the argumentation. Digalo was found to be pedagogically helpful when
276used as a reflective tool for students and as an instrument at hand for the teacher’s ongoing
277evaluation of students evolving scientific stances. The problem of moderating the many ongoing
278small group discussions is the subject of Schwarz and Asterhan’s (2011) inquiry into teacher
279moderating practices. Despite their report of “nascent practice” modes of e-moderation that
280proved to be successful in engaging students in the conversation, in this study we opted for a
281radical non-interventionist mode of moderation, in which the teacher did not enter the conversa-
282tional space once the discussions started. The rational for the decision will be explained later.
283Working with the Digalo/Argunaut tools from the dialogic perspective, Wegerif et al. (2010)
284emphasized the need to go beyond formalistic argumentation, or the “dialectic paradigm”, as they
285refer to it. Wegerif’s notion of creativity in dialogues as the mechanism behind the ideational
286tension that leads to emergence of new perspectives is indeed intriguing, but in order to establish
287it, there is a need for a temporal approach and for complementary studies with children. The
288abovementioned studywas donewith undergraduate students. Q6Mirza and Perret-Clermont (2009)
289also studied undergraduates in their use of Digalo, but they combined Digalo in the activities in
290humanities. The fact that the research involved adults probably explained, at least in part, the
291perfectly organized discussions. It was hypothesized that the Digalo design affordances helped in
292reachingmutual understanding and perspective taking. But from the perspective of this study, this
293engagement was preconditioned by motivational aspects, communicative expectations, and
294argumentative capacities, not established in youngsters. All students were incorporated in a
295monolithic state of mind entailed by the environment. As in the case of other CSCL tools, no
296research has thus far been carried out that describes student trajectories developing over longer
297periods of time. Without such descriptions and without observing the intersections of trajectories
298in elaborating meanings, tools and ideals do not achieve their goals.

299Philosophy for children and dialogic teaching

300Philosophy for Children (Lipman and Sharp 1978; Lipman et al. 1980; Q7Lipman 1988; 2003) is a
301program aiming at fostering thinking skills: critical, creative, and caring through apprenticeship
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302in a community of philosophical inquiry.Although the program can be seen as a discipline with
303its own curriculum, it is more commonly recognized as a complete pedagogy which can be
304implemented in a variety of disciplines. Philosophy for Children (P4C) is recognized for its
305proven achievements in promoting sustainable cognitive learning gains and socio-emotional
306effects, such as students’ self-perception as learners and as problem-solvers (Topping and
307Trickey 2007; Trickey and Topping 2006). The fact that the program is taught all over the
308world without obligatory core curricula might explain the ever growing creativity in its
309implementation in schools and the ongoing content developments that branch out from
310Lipman and Sharp’s original program.
311Philosophy for Children is regarded as a fine manifestation of dialogic pedagogy (Hardman
312and Delafield 2010). Dialogic pedagogy has been extensively developed and studied as a
313mean to promote children’s thinking (Mercer and Littleton 2007). The radical view even sees
314dialogue as an end in itself, arguing that other thinking skills are derived once the participant
315enters the dialogic (Wegerif 2007). Possessing a rich repertoire of discussion tools is associated
316with higher level thinking skills and with deeper understanding. Such a repertoire is most
317likely to develop (Alexander 2008) through dialogic teaching. When engaged in dialogue,
318students are attuned to each other. They listen with care and encourage the participation
319and the sharing of ideas of the others. They build on each other ideas, and while
320respecting the perspective of the minority, they strive for mutual understanding and
321conclusions (Alexander 2004).
322CSCL tools carry with them the potential to foster such learning (Pifarré and Staarman
3232011; Mercer et al. 2010), and the program described in this research reflects such integration
324of dialogic pedagogy, P4C and CSCL. In accordance with Lipman’s late writings (2003), it
325seeks to foster student’s philosophical disposition, as opposed to capabilities. Becoming a
326member of such a philosophical community necessitates multiple engagements. First of all, the
327engagement is epistemological. It moves to a sort of regression towards semantics of the key
328ideas (Passmore 1970). The act of going beyond definitions we take for granted, and the effort
329to adopt more acceptable ones as a precondition for further elaboration of the dilemma or
330problem at stake, lies at the very heart of the philosophical activity. The pedagogical design of
331the program studied differed from the original program in three major ways. First, discussions
332were based on biblical stories and students’ own writing. Second, a large part of the curriculum
333was dedicated to small group discussion about the ‘big questions’, and finally, for the first time
334we are aware of, CSCL tools were used as a discursive platform for the elaboration of
335philosophical discussions. The latter two distinctions were designed specifically to analyze
336the entire classroom chain of activity, from the teacher’s institutional voice, through meaning
337making in a small group as an intermediate stage towards the personal interpretation of the
338individual student (Stahl 2006).
339The open inquiry sessions around canonical texts are not new in the teaching and
340learning of the humanities. In fact, the Great Books Approach (Adler 1984) did exactly
341that. Philosophy for Children differed from this classicist approach to the humanities, in a
342shift that resembles the historical fault line in the debate between the progressives and the
343conservatives at the start of the 20th century ( Q8Cremin, 1961). Lipman took the entire
344corpus of canonical philosophy, and put his trust in a Deweyan based mode of inquiry.
345Adler (1984) claimed that his Paideia approach is intentionally directed to disadvantaged
346students and that this kind of equal treatment to all has the potential to create a classless
347society.
348In the curricular design of our study we integrated the above approaches. As frequently
349done in P4C, our community of inquiry discussions started off from the introduction of a story.
350At a certain stage of the program, as the main themes were established, students defined the
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351major question to be pursued and practiced whole group and small group discussions of the
352major questions. Only after they practiced writing about these questions, were classical
353philosophical texts dealing with these issues introduced. For example, after students thought
354of pursuing questions of societal inequality as part of the theme of Justice, was the Cain and
355Abel story introduced. Students then wrote an essay about the origins of inequality among
356humans. Following that the teacher introduced Rousseau’s discourse on inequality. At the
357same time we followed the important pedagogical rule of the P4C, that whatever anyone says
358is cited as literal quotations. In doing so, students realize that not only are their utterances
359written on the whiteboard and treated with respect, so are the utterances of others. We used this
360idea when deciding on the moral issues to be discussed in the Argunaut sessions.
361Another way to look at Adler’s assumption regarding the suitability of the Paidiea proposal
362for disengaged students is the sociolinguistic perspective developed by Bernstein (1972). He
363noted that “elaborated code” associated with abstract and context-free meanings, is speaking
364style in use in meta-communicative discussion, in which discussants are negotiating social
365meanings, ways to decide meanings, and how to conduct the discussion about it. The
366philosophical dialogue might be perceived as a specific and strong example of such a
367universalistic code. For this reason Hymes sees the importance of introducing the elaborated
368code to all students. Adler’s assumption seems to represent more of an educational ideal than a
369planned pedagogy, and the question remains as to how to move from an inner-group restricted
370speech community and become a member of the community of philosophical inquiry, the
371elaborated over-powered and privileged speech community introduced by the teacher.

372Method

373The interactions of our three students, Yoel, Dor, and Avi, among themselves and with other
374students, in four consecutive activities are temporally analyzed (Table 1). The corpus is taken
375from a year long corpus of P4C 8th grade curricula. In the following section we describe the
376curricular context of the study, the students/participants, the process of documentation and the
377methodological approach for the analyses.

378The curricular context of the study

379The philosophy course took place in a class of 28 8th grade humanities students in a junior
380high school whose policy is to integrate students from very different socio-economic

t1:1 Table 1 Study’s course of activities

t1:2 Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4

t1:3 First Argunaut
session

Teacher-led whole class
reflection based on activity 1

Second Argunaut
session

Third Argunaut session

t1:4 Avi Involved with Gabby
and Yoel

Absent Absent Involved with Gabby
and Yoel

t1:5 Yoel Involved with Gabby
and Avi

Absent Involved with Agam,
Lea, and Noa

Involved with Gabby
and Avi

t1:6 Dor Involved with Almog
and Nadav

Participated Involved with Shira
and Sharon

Involved with Almog,
Nadav, and Barry
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381backgrounds. The yearlong course was organized around three general themes: Justice
382and the notion of inequality; Truth, especially as manifested in the notions of
383‘understanding’ and ‘interpretation’; and the idea of “the Good”. At the same time,
384there was a constant transversal engagement in dialogue as well as with the question
385of the “good conversation”. The discussions analyzed are taken from the third
386learning cycle, which dealt with the notion of “the Good”. During the year, students
387were involved in different types of activities to facilitate the practicing and appropri-
388ating a community of philosophical inquiry norms (Lipman 2003): listening to one
389another with respect; building on one another’s ideas; challenging one another to
390supply reasons for otherwise unsupported opinions; assisting each other in drawing
391inferences from what has been said, and seeking to identify each other’s assumptions.
392A community of philosophical inquiry usually includes the following: introduction of
393a text; construction of the agenda through collecting students’ contributions, questions
394and fields of interest; solidifying the community; the use of exercises to consolidate
395understanding, and to achieve greater meaning.
396The subject matters in the analyzed discussions are taken from the students’ own writing.
397Prior to the Argunaut discussion, students were asked to compose a philosophical story on
398their own. The teacher collated the stories into a small anthology, deleting the authors’ names.
399In the lesson preceding the first Argunaut discussion, the students read the anthology. They
400were surprised to find that their own stories were included, and experienced their classmates
401reading and referring to their own creative works with enthusiasm and respect as well as
402occasional criticism. Some maintained their anonymity while others were proud to be
403identified with their work. As the first Argunaut session began, students had already
404familiarized themselves with the stories, or at least the opening ones. Students were placed
405into six groups, with three to four members in each, and were all given the same task: to
406read Sharon’s story (which hopefully they already were familiar with) and discuss the
407philosophical issues in it. Sharon’s story was about two young brothers, Idan, age15 years
408old (the age of the author, Sharon), and Noya, his 2 year old sister. After the sudden death
409of their parents, they moved in with a foster family. When this arrangement failed, they
410moved in with another family, in which Idan became a close friend of Jonathan, who was a
411little younger than he was. After tranquil and happy times with Jonathan’s family, hard
412times began: the parents faced financial difficulties which threatened the possibility of
413keeping Idan and Noya. In an act that might be interpreted as helping the parents, Idan and
414Jonathan stole food from a nearby supermarket, were caught by the police, and taken to a
415police station where they were confronted with the moral problem of stealing. This story,
416like the others, was the basis of discussion the students conducted during their group
417sessions. Students were asked to read the story, to extract the philosophical questions from
418it, and to discuss them.
419The Argunaut discussions were held on a weekly basis as part of their course. These
420sessions took place in the s computer room of the school. Each student sat in front of their own
421computer screen, activating the Argunaut interface individually. Students sat next to each other
422in a square pattern, but they were assigned to different discussion groups. They were free to
423talk to each other but encouraged to maintain all on-topic discussions online. The first session
424was dedicated to the moral dilemmas arising from Sharon’s story. In a time limit of 45 min per
425session, students were encouraged to deliberate on the issues at hand. After each Argunaut
426session the teacher held an evaluation and feedback session in the form of a teacher-led
427conversation using Argunaut’s Moderator-Interface awareness tools in order to highlight,
428analyze, criticize, and encourage certain patterns of discussion. The first session was dedicated
429to the moral dilemmas arising from Sharon’s story.
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430Setting

431We will follow the personal trajectories of participation of Yoel, Avi, and Dor, and their
432interwoven encounters in the larger picture of their group’s discussions. The analysis includes
433the following steps: (1) first Argunaut discussion, (2) the following teacher-led reflection
434session, and the successive (3) second and (4) third Argunaut sessions held in the classroom.
435The groups were randomly formed by the teacher, taking into consideration students’ prefer-
436ences. As seen in Table 1, for the first discussion, Yoel and Avi teamed up with Gabby, as Dor
437teamed with Nadav and Almog (all boys). Yoel and Avi were absent for the second activity;
438Dor did participate. Avi (and Gabby, his peer from the first discussion) did not show up the
439following week for the third activity (the second Argunaut discussion), so Yoel, whose
440teammates were both missing, joined another group named here Agam’s group, after the name
441of one of the participants. In Agam’s group all other three participants were female; all three
442had also been together during the first session (activity 1). Nadav and Almog, Dor’s teammates
443from activity 1 were also absent the following week (Activity 3), so Dor was regrouped with
444Shira and Sharon, both female. The following week (Activity 4) Yoel and Avi regrouped with
445Gabby again as in Activity 1. Dor also regrouped with Almog and Nadav from Activity 1.
446Another student, Barry (who is also the author of the story discussed in Activity 3), was added
447to Dor’s group.

448Documentation

449The Argunaut sessions (activities 1, 3, 4) were documented automatically−screen shots of the
450evolving discussion and the moderator moves−as part of the Argunaut interface. All of the
451discussions are web-stored and (are available on-line and) can be replayed. Moreover,
452Argunaut’s analysis and organization features are also available a-synchronically and we used
453those feature for the production of discussion protocols and as a tool for replaying the
454discussions for the sake of analyzing its’ temporal evolvement and student’s spatial moves
455in the conversational space. Furthermore, Argunaut affords the following analytic features:
456graphical representation of the contribution of utterances between the participants; a detailed
457personal segmentation of the argumentative characteristics; linking segmentation; social net-
458work analysis. All were used as sources for the analysis. Activity 2 held as a whole-class
459session in which the teacher replayed Argunaut moves, taken from activity1, and uses them for
460highlighting some discursive moves. The lesson was video-taped and transcribed.

461Analysis

462The analysis presented in the study combines analytical frameworks suitable for the actual
463occurrence ( Q9Sacks and Jefferson 1992; Baker et al. 2007) with comparative temporal analysis
464which tries to point at the changes happening at the same activities across iterations and
465timescales, and explain them by pointing out to the learning episodes that precedes them
466(Mercer 2004, 2008). For categorizing students’ utterances during the Argunaut discussions,
467we used Baker and colleagues “Rainbow” framework (2007). The framework is consisted on
468seven analytical categories of talk, organized in a hierarchical order. The first distinction made
469throughout the computer-mediated interaction is about whether talk is outside activity (cate-
470gory 1) or inside it. Inside activity talk is differentiated between non-task focused activities−
471social relation (category 2) and interaction management (category 3)−and task-focused activ-
472ities. The lower category (4) of task-focused activity is task management. It is followed by
473stating opinions (5), the forming of arguments (6), and broadening and deepening the
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474arguments (7). We will turn to the rainbow framework whenever we refer to the argumentative
475state of the utterance during a single session.
476Conversational analysis (Sacks and Jefferson 1992; Psathas 1995) was in use for two
477purposes. First it is used, in order to understand the production of the social order. Such is the
478case when we trace discursive norms - shared responsibility for participating for example - and
479its transformation from one modality to the other in the classroom. Second, it is used when
480interactional issues - turn taking, adjacency pairs - are discussed and the meanings of
481interactional moves in the participants “eyes”. In CA methodology, grounded in the sociolog-
482ical and philosophical assumptions of the ethno-methodology (Garfinkel 1984), the analysis
483refrains from imposing existing social categories on the data, thus invites new communicative
484aspect to emerge (Mercer 2010). Working with conversation analysis assumptions in the field
485of CSCL is complex. CA main focus is peers in interaction whereas the discussions analyzed
486here consisted of three to five participants. Moreover, what remains from CAwhen transferred
487to the virtual plane? True, a lot of work has been done about interaction in phones (for
488example, help seeking CA and talk to the audience radio shows. But as Stahl (2011) pointed
489out when moving to inside the CSCL realm,

490491“The rules of turn taking, etc. have all been transformed. What remains, however, is that
492people still develop methods for creating and sustaining social order and shared
493meaning- making…
494495…It is the analyst’s job to recognize and describe these methods, which are generally
496taken for granted by the participants” (Stahl 2011, p.198).
497

498Analyzing learning through trajectories of participation

499At these meeting points objects are created, shared and negotiated while temporalities intersect
500in ways that are only partly predictable. Learning is perceived as a time-conditioned phenom-
501enon since it is dependent upon the intersection between the past and the present. The study of
502trajectories across contexts is generally extremely complex but technology can provide tools
503through which CSCL scientists hope both to trigger change in practices, and to provide
504multiple artifacts in successive phases. Interestingly, in spite of the importance of the study
505of trajectories of participations from a socio-cultural perspective, such studies are rare, and
506none of them dealt with the sociolinguistic aspect of the intersection between temporalities.
507Stahl (2011) described trajectories of participation of students working on joint mathematical
508problem solving in the Virtual Math Teams. He compared the students’ inability to individ-
509ually solve problems and their success solving them collaboratively. The comparison between
510unsuccessful individual efforts and successful collaborative efforts enabled Stahl to infer that
511the collaborative sequential process evolved in a way similar to an individual cognitive one but
512exceeded it at the same time, through the group cognition characteristics, missing in the
513individual process, such as the reduction of pressure through peers’ cloning and the non-
514threatening yet critical repair mechanism. Q10Lund and Eiliv Hauge’s (2011) account on interac-
515tion among students while pursuing a culturally produced shared object of inquiry. Four
516students were asked to deal with the “ill-defined” course of events during the 2004 Beslan
517school hostage crisis which led to the death of 344 people. The groups’ learning trajectory with
518respect to the object is described as the effort to contextualize the fragmented pieces of
519information into ambiguous social phenomena that hold various and conflicting meaning
520potentials. In the process of actualizing these insights, students reviewed the following phases:
521identification of the object, its construction through dialogue and IT mediated activities, and
522making sense of it as meaningful phenomenon. In our study with the Argunaut system, as in
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523Stahl’s VMT, we capitalize on the systems’ documentation feature and on the replay facility.
524Moreover, it helps us focus on students whose ordinary classrooms way of talking is different
525from the dialogic scope, while taking the group perspective at the same time ( Q11Cobb et al. 2001;
526Stahl 2006).

527The first Argunaut session

528During the first session Dor was intrusive and off-task. Although the discussion lasted for
529almost 14 min, the session ended without any discussion of the topic. When Nadav claimed to
530have read Sharon’s story he received only insults in response. The actual content of the session
531was poor since it contained only 14 utterances (including those which were deleted ones).
532None of the participants was willing to be accountable for the moderating the dialogue. Many
533of the connection arrows used by the participants were painted red, signaling criticism,
534emphasizing the personal and negative nature of the discussion. The dialogue was highly
535explicit (“ you moron”, “idiot”) and participants spoke their mind (“it’s boring here”),
536expressing comments to each other rather than opinions. The discussion evolved very slowly,
537adding to their frustration with each other. Dor did not know what the task was and when
538Nadav explained it to him he actually tried in vain to energize his peers (“c’mmon read da [the]
539story”). They ended the lesson at the starting point, and simply read the story. Dor saw his
540modest efforts fail, and as we observed in his next session, he began to act in the conversa-
541tional space with the same spirit of doing nearly nothing.
542Yoel’s performance in his first group session was characterized by non-participation. Avi,
543Yoel, and Gabby’s first discussion lasted 17 min. Still, it concluded with only one formal
544contribution. Yoel said: “I’m alone in the conversation” (Fig. 2.).
545Actually he made this utterance in the final minute of the discussion and it was not the first
546utterance in the session. As we used the moderating tools and watched the conversation
547evolve, we discovered that it was richer than we had thought at first glance, although many
548contributions had been erased by participants, leaving the dialogic space empty and clean. We

I am alone in the conversation

20 YOEL56

Fig. 2 Avi’s group (Avi, Yoel, Gabby) argumentative final map of the first discussion (all contributions were
gradually deleted. Translation added)
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549will return to this point later in the discussion, but before that, below (excerpt 1) is the full
550transcript of the erased conversation:
551Excerpt 1

1. Avi: yoellllll, ya [you] stinkkkker!! 

2. Avi: yoellllll, ya stinkkkker!!

3. Avi: yoell, ya [you] stinkkkkkkkkkkkkker! 

4. Gabby: schnitzel [wrongly writes in English letters  instead of Hebrew] 

5. Gabby: schnitzel

6. Gabby: Nathan Sulem [name of a classmate] loves sch nitzel 

7. Gabby: Nathan Sulem loves schnitzels

8. Avi: Sandra [name of a classmate's mother] 

9. Avi: Sandra

10. Avi: let's crash stinker Amos.. [another classmate]

11. Gabby: c'mmon, letz [let's] 

12. Gabby: c'mmon, letz

13. Avi: let's crash stinker Amos..

14. Gabby: Sulemmmm 

15. Avi: is it right to steal for foodd?! 

16. : Gabby: Sulemmmm

17. Gabby: ye[,] what[,] didn't you see Sulem doing it 

18. Yoel: why not? 

19. Gabby: Ye what didn't you see Sulem doing it

20. Avi: let's do super [market, let's go shopping] today…

21. Avi: let's do super today

22. Yoel: Why not?

23. Yoel: I'm alone in the conversation 
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552Gabby contributed five utterances, all of which were off-task but with strong cohesion
553among them. He started writing to an abstract addressee, naming an external classmate
554(6). His next utterances (11,17) were replies to Avi’s interjections, accompanied by
555another cry to the external classmate, which apparently was made as an inside joke.
556Yoel contributed only two utterances, one was on task [line 18, referring to Avi’s 15],
557and the other (23) reflected his situation in the conversation. He did not assume any
558role in the moderation of the conversation. He was willing to participate but not as an
559initiator or as a moderator. He did not respond to Avi’s harassment (1, 3). Avi
560contributed six utterances. After insulting Yoel, he continued in another direction (10)
561and received a positive response from Gabby. Then, after erasing his former contribu-
562tions (2, 9, 13), he returned to the story and related to the main dilemma in his
563utterance. This came, in a sense, out of the blue, without any prior indication of the
564fact that he was actually on task or even that he had read the story. Yoel replied by
565asking (18) ‘why not?’ to signal his presence for the first time, but the topic was
566abandoned. Still, Avi’s last contribution echoed the story (12), as he called his friends to go to
567the supermarket (just as the characters in the story). After a long 10 min, Yoel expressed his
568feelings of solitude (23).

569Post-discussion: a reflective teacher-led lesson

570In the following session, the teacher showed the class maps of the discussion, and emphasized
571certain dialogical attributes, among them the importance of caring for others which is
572manifested in responsibility for participating of the other in the conversation, the emphasis
573on the quality, rather on the quantity of the utterances, the need to be accountable for your own
574arguments, and the need to anchor the conversation in a preliminary mutual understanding of
575the topic to be discussed. The teacher encouraged the students to adopt a more dialectic
576approach in their thinking and to accept ideas only on the grounds of their rational appeal; he
577highlighted a well-balanced discussion in terms of participation structure, and praised certain
578talk-moves, such as a broad opening to the discussion (“So, what do you think about the
579story?”) and personal statements, as opposed to clear-cut convictions. Good talk was described
580as having a genuine blend of care, criticism, and creativity. In regard to the content, the teacher
581clarified the notion of a moral dilemma as a state of affairs in which one needs to decide how to
582act in the world, knowing that there are consequences to our choices. Given that both aspects
583of a dilemma are established and justified, one needs to make decisions based on judgment of
584one’s concept of “the Good”. In this way, the teacher encouraged the students to discuss
585solution to a moral dilemma using the “on one hand…on the other hand structure” to make a
586judgment after stating their vision of “the Good”. . The teacher uploaded their discussion of
587Avi’s group, praised the balanced connections among the three, and used the content itself both
588as comic relief and as an example of an off-topic conversation. This enabled the students to
589envision new limits for their future conversations. It made them aware of the fact that the
590Argunaut system records all moves even when they are public and or have been erased. All
591three discussants were missing the day of the reflective session.

592The second Argunaut session

593The session was held a week later, and the discussions referred to another philosophical story,
594this time composed by Barry. The story accompanied Ahmed, an Eritrean-born teen, who tried
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595to enter Israel illegally via the Egyptian border. Ahmed’s entire family in Eritrea was
596depending on his success, waiting for him to deliver goods and money. As he crossed
597the Israeli border with a convoy of refugees led by Bedouin smugglers, they encountered
598patrolling Israeli forces. A shootout took place following which Ahmed found himself
599alone in Israeli territory with a wounded Israeli soldier lying close by. As the story ends,
600another platoon approached, and Ahmed had to decide whether to help the soldier and
601expose himself by doing so, risking immediate deportation and/or detention (and put his
602fate in the hands of others, maybe to his benefit) or to ignore the soldier’s condition and
603continue to make his way into Israel to find work. All groups were asked to talk about
604the dilemma Barry’s story unfolds.
605Because Avi and Gabby were absent, Yoel joined the group with three girls in the class:
606Agam, Lea, and Noa who had collaborated as a discussion group (together with Natalie, yet
607another absentee). Figure 3 captures Yoel’s second session as it ended. This time the discussion
608was longer and more elaborate: It lasted 34 min- twice as long as the first session and
609contained 39 utterances, as oppose to 13. All 39 utterances were on-task (as opposed to 2
610out of 13 in the first discussion). Discussants found several dilemmas in the story and they
611continued to find a wide range of interpretations (as they had done in the first session). They all
612spoke with triple referentiality: propositional, social and expressive. As they reached agree-
613ment on the main dilemma, they used empathic engagement as a tool for decision making, or
614at least, for articulating the experience (“What would you do in his situation?”; “Imagine
615yourself in his place”).
616How was Yoel doing in this environment, so different from his former one?
617Throughout the discussion, Yoel was not actively present. The first 10 min consisted of
618a dialogue solely between Lea and Agam, leading Agam to ask Noa and Yoel: “are you
619alive?” As oppose to Noa, who participated extensively in the discussion from this point.
620Yoel remained unresponsive. Four minutes later Agam asked him: “Yoel, what do you
621think of the story?” At the same time Lea called: “Yoel???”Another 30 s passed −15 min
622from the start- and Yoel wrote his first contribution: “I haven’t finished reding [reading]”.
623After another 7 min Lea asked “Yoel, what are you thinking?” Three minutes later, as the
624other discussant seem to agree upon the philosophical problem (“[wait] a minute [,] so we

Fig. 3 Argumentative map of Yoel’s second discussion group (Yoel, Agam, Lea, Noa, Natalie. Yoels’ contri-
butions were highlighted)
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625all agree this is the philosophical problem in the story, right?”), Lea called on Yoel again.
626Agam also tried to stimulate him: “so, c’mon what are you waiting for [?] the lesson is
627over in a second.!!!”. Yoel replied: “I finished [,] just don’t have what to write”, but this
628is not what Lea had in mind (“what do you think about the story??.”), nor what Agam
629had in mind (“so turn on your brain and start writing right now!!!!”). Yoel responded,
630making a mockery out of Agam’s pressure (“here [,] I wrote”). Agam kept pushing him,
631demanding his thoughts about the story (“verrrrrrrry funny now writttte what you think of
632the storyyyy”). Only 2 min later, 3 min before the session ended, Yoel said: “in my
633opinion, he should help him”. That is his final contribution. Yoel was the subject of
634enormous pressure to participate and express himself.
635In some sense, Dor shared a similar fate. Although his discussion took place in a more
636sympathetic environment, he was also subject to strong pressure regarding his commitment do
637the dialogue. Teamed with Sharon (author of the story discussed in the first session) and Shira,
638he explicitly declared his unwillingness to enter into a serious discussion about the story
639(“I don’t have the powerrrrrrrr” which story is it anyway?”; I do not know”), thus
640bringing into the discussion the norms of his old group. Unlike Yoel, Dor received
641encouragement from Sharon: she responded to his utterances of unwillingness with
642enthusiasm (“Dorrr, ya blood brother!!!”; that’s why Dor is here..!! he is the only
643professor we have in the group”) and adding utterances like: “this story is too compli-
644cated for me”; “too tired to think now” and “nothing! (To Shira) you just open a subject
645and we will flow with it”. But despite the non-engaged environment, Shira is putting
646pressure on both of them in order to participate (“what is the story’s question?”; Sharon
647what do you think?”; “OK, I see you’re making a joke out of it but let’s be serious”;
648Come on now, be serious; so what more do you have to say?”. Dor drifted from
649perfunctory and sporadic statements on topic to expressing his frustration at Shira’s
650pressure (“I think he [Ahmed] needs to continue”/“dddddddddoooooooonnnntttttt have
651what to write@!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1”). Sharon is trying to act in accordance with the
652teacher’s demands expressed in the previous lesson but received no cooperation from
653her peers. Committed to the notion of shared meaning as an educational task on the one
654hand and the non-engaged micro-culture inside her discussion group on the other hand,
655Sharon was frustrated. She maintained her personal views on the story, but only expressed
656them when Dor and Shira were unwilling to contribute. At those times she produced well
657elaborated contributions on the subject (“OK, since nobody is saying anything I’ll say
658something, I think Ahmed was in a difficult dilemma, because if he stayed he could have
659been killed and if he walked away, guilt would go with him”). However, that did not result in a
660genuine opening of a conversation. Surprisingly, Sharon’s insistence on participation and her
661mode of accountability (which only resulted in her frustration in this discussion) bore fruit in
662future conversations.

663The third Argunaut session

664The third session was dedicated to a critical discussion with regard to a provocative argument
665philosopher Peter Singer put forward (Singer 1993): “a hungry man’s lunch is a greater need
666than the second car of an economically affluent family, therefore a moral person in a wealthy
667country (including Israel), must contribute a significant portion of personal income to the basic
668needs of the poor. Failing to do so, is tantamount to letting the poor starve and it is like
669murder”. Yoel regrouped with Avi & Gabby; Dor regrouped with Nadav and Almog. Barry
670(the author of the story on Ahmed) joined them as well.
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671As mentioned, Yoel joined Agam’s group in the second session because Avi and Gabby
672were absent that day. It was their second session, and Yoel’s third. This time, the session lasted
673almost 24 min (17 in the first). Excerpt 2 shows their entire Argunaut discussion:
674Excerpt 2

1. Avi: yoel ya [you] stinker 

2. (Yoel is aiming a red arrow, signaling critique, toward Avi's [1]). 

3. Avi: yoel ya stinker

4. (Yoel erases his arrow) 

5. Gabby: hjgl [???] 

6. Avi: what to do? 

7. Yoel: need to talk about what Benzi wrote 

8. Yoel: it's not fair that there are people who need to pay for other people but you can't let 

them starve. 

9. Avi: eef [if] I didn't have money for food I would steal…

10. Yoel: but it is not considered murder 

11. Avi: look left -------  you stupid (,) it's right 

12. Avi: look left ------- you stupid it's right

13. Avi: right, it is not considered murder…

14. Yoel: is it right to steal eef [if] you don't have money for food? 

15. Gabby: I also don't think it is considered murder (,) I think it is one's own right to decide 

what to do with his money 

16. Avi: yeahhhhh… .. 

17. Yoel: right 

18. Avi: in short [,] you can steal for food but only for food! (uses an Argunaut functionality 

to considerably enlarge the box of  his contribution) 

675676677Although 2 weeks passed between the first and the third sessions, once again Avi started the
678session in a strikingly similar manner, that is, with an assault on Yoel (1). Just as before, Yoel did
679not respond directly but sent an arrow signaling criticism towards Avi’s insulting contribution.
680In response, Avi deleted his utterance. Yoel followed and erased his arrow. Avi then asked for
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681instructions (6), which Yoel provided (7), by referring to Singer’s argument (8). Avi replied, but
682from reading his contribution one can only suggest he was referring to their previous discussion
683(held 2 weeks earlier). Yoel did not seem to be aware of that as he maintained his line of thought
684(10). Avi contributed a joke (11). Sacks and Jefferson (1992) suggested that it is common in
685conversations that when one starts a joke, the entire circle of discussants gets a turn to add other
686jokes. Thus, the jokes were being used as fillers, objects of talk with volume but without
687thematic meaning. They served the purpose of avoiding silence and of saying something
688without exposing one’s own beliefs or chunks of ‘heavy’ biography. That’s exactly what Avi
689did, but this time the other participants do not insert their own jokes. Avi received no response so
690he deleted his joke and posted an on-topic confirmation of Yoel’s claim (12, 13). Yoel followed
691Avi’s line and summarized the dilemma of the first lesson. Gabby, who hadn’t been involved
692since his contribution twelve and a half minutes earlier, posted a contribution that received his
693peers’ consent (15–17). Avi, unaware of the fact that there was another topic, summarized with a
694moral rule: not only did he use an exclamation point, he also enlarged the contribution form on
695the virtual space to make it much larger than other contributions. The session ended.
696Thematically, the discussion never revolved around one topic. Unaware of that, Avi showed
697his satisfaction regarding the communicative achievement, the success of reaching a consensus.
698Dor’s third discussion lasted for 18 min, produced 30 statements, of which 25 were
699opinions and arguments on the topic (the remaining five were interaction management and
700task management utterances). All peers contributed to the content-based discussion in a well
701balanced organization of the contributions (five contributions from Almog, eight each from
702Nadav and Dor, and ten from Barry). After a short time in which the students verified “all-in”,
703Dor, Nadav and Barry simultaneously introduced an opening utterance. After initiating three
704responses to each other’s contributions, they called on Almog to participate. He then started to
705contribute (the left column of contributions in Fig. 4). The final argumentative map shown in
706Fig. 4 reveals a highly engaged, well-balanced discussion: Dor’s contributions are arranged in
707right column, Nadav’s contributions are arranged in the column on its left, and the rest,
708scattered around the middle of the space and to its right represents Barry’s contributions).
709Thematically, all three posed the same idea, referring to the same aspect of the initial
710argument: wealthy people ought to contribute (Barry even called for sharing) in order to enable

Dors' contributions

Nadavs' contributions

Almogs' 

contributions

Barrys' contributionsSingers' argument

Fig. 4 Argumentative map of Dor’s group third discussion (Dor, Barry, Nadav, Almog)
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711the poor to survive. All three limited the applicability of their claim. Nadav and Dor limited the
712amount of the contribution to a small one; Barry dedicated the help only for those “who are not
713lazy” and suggested that the social order remains just as long as the “junior maintenance man
714earns more than the diligent manager just because he has a large family or something like that”.
715As they all expressed their agreement with each other, it was not clear where the conversation
716was heading. Barry strengthened his argument, suggesting that the current policy was in fact a
717policy of redistribution, but “it’s not enough, the country needs to be a place in which average
718people can develop”. He related to the poor as both lacking education and as having financial
719needs. As with the initial argument, the part that caught the participants’ attention was the call
720for intervention by the rich. Dor then questioned the possibility of ‘normalizing’, or ‘fixing’
721some of the poor who were raised without proper education due to their “disregard for school”
722(literally, he used the expression “straighten them out”). In doing so, he sparked the main
723communicative project of the dialogue, which dealt with the possibility of change.
724All of Dor’s contributions were sequential: responses and references to previous statements
725or to the spatial order of the virtual space they work on. As opposed to past discussions, he did
726not direct any insults toward any of the participants. Instead of the “other-directed” utterances
727he produced in the first discussions, now Dor referred to what was said and not to the speaker
728even when his response was critical. The “I” replaced the older “you”; the internal (“think”,
729“agree”) replaced the external (“have you read the story?” “you moron”). The accountability
730and engagement Shira demanded from him so vigorously in the last discussion was found in
731his speech acts during this session. In this sense, Shira was very much present in this
732conversation, although she was not actually part of it.

733Discussion

734The contagious effect of dialogism and the role of the discursive norms carriers

735We find the cases presented here to be interesting because they allow us to trace elusive micro-
736practices and emergent norms in authentic class activity where discussion groups are formed
737and students work together. Occasionally, the groups discontinue due to absences, and groups
738have to be re-formed. This was the case when Yoel and Dor were forced to move into different
739groups, Agam’s and Shira’s respectively. The groups worked with the same subject matter in
740the same environment, and yet the experience was radically different, due to the norms
741demonstrated by the peers. The groups performed with different expectations from their
742members. Despite the fact they were not very active thematically and avoided participation,
743they were exposed to more pressure to participate, to state their thoughts and to become
744engaged deliberately in the project of constructing co-meaning. They witnessed, from the
745perspective of a marginal participant, how one can be treated with the same regard and
746importance to the discussion as the leading participants. This pressure was encouraged by
747the teacher’s emphasis on concern for every voice to be heard in the group’s discussion as an
748ethical imperative, as he had stated in the feedback session.
749Agam’s discussion group revealed cohesion and directedness unfamiliar to Yoel from his
750own experience. The other three students in the group were very capable discussants, who
751could easily ignore Yoel’s passivity, but they demanded his participation and constantly
752confronted him with his silence. Moreover, they held him as accountable as the rest for the
753performance of the entire group and were unwilling to accept his maneuvers of avoiding
754serious statements. In Dor’s case, the discussion was less cohesive, and shared responsibility
755(Zhang et al. 2009) was less a part of it, yet Shira’s vision about how the discussion should
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756unfold was collaborative and she made it clear that she was not willing to be identified with a
757discussion which she considered to be beneath her. Thus, she put great pressure on her peers in
758a somewhat hostile environment.
759From a non-temporal perspective, zooming in on the sole discussion, the mechanism of
760guided participation presented here did not bear fruit; Yoel and Dor showed resistance to the
761norms imposed on them. But a temporal analysis suggests that in the following discussion their
762personal trajectories of participation changed dramatically and along with it, their group
763interaction. As they reunited with their former groups, they represented the norms they
764‘inherited’ and embodied them in unique and individual ways. They showed responsibility
765for other participants’ performance. In Dor’s case, the potential for further off-topic, external,
766insulting discussion unfolded as Nadav and Almog remained targets of harassment as before.
767This time he showed commitment and respect for others. Yoel took an active role, moderated
768the discussion and kept it on task. He played an important sequential role in the conversation,
769by responding to other participant’s contributions with continuity and generalization, trying to
770develop the discussion. During the weeks of the study the discursive norms were in a constant
771state of mediation, from the teacher to the engaged students, from them to Yoel and Dor, and
772finally to Avi. We refer to the transition of discursive norms as the contagious effect of
773dialogism (Slakmon and Schwarz 2013).
774Yoel and Dor’s peers did not show any discomfort with the change they introduced, nor did
775they demonstrate suspicion or alienation towards them. Instead, they also assumed different
776roles. We do not claim that the quality of the performance was based solely on the extent to
777which they appropriated the teacher’s voice, but on their willingness to accept the presence of
778the formal educational genre ‘within’ oneself. This was a preliminary condition for entering
779discussion, and this is where Yoel’s importance as a discursive norms carrier made its central
780contribution. As an in-group trustworthy member he mediated the gap between the ‘external’
781teacher’s voice−including his use of authority in order to exert control−and his peers’ genre
782which did not resemble the authoritative voice of the teacher. He did so without being labeled
783as an outsider. They maintained their previous genre, which enabled them to engage other
784students in a conversation unlike what they were used to. The home comer’s talk was playful
785rather than strictly a matter of identity conversion. The dynamic nature of the playful stance
786was at the heart of their success in being agents of change.

787Virtual conversational space as part of the linguistic apparatus

788Avi started to harass Yoel once more, with the exact opening words he used in discussion 1,
789but on this occasion the response was resistance, not silence. Yoel responded by producing a
790critical arrow and pointed it towards Avi’s insulting contribution until Avi removed it. In the
791same space as before, with the same participants, the discussion started with identical talk. But
792Yoel no longer uses the same code. Differences in speech communities are largely based on
793different functioning of the language (Hymes 1980). Yoel’s response changes the function of
794the space, the role of the participants, and to a certain extent, the boundaries of the normative.
795In this sense we learned that the CSCL platform should be seen as part of the linguistic
796apparatus, as a change in its function alters the entire linguistic performance of the community.

797CSCL and the dismantling of the teacher/student voice dichotomy

798The instructional design of the entire course did not adhere to the discursive regime common in
799classrooms (Mehan 1979; Nystrand 2003), and even more so in the third learning cycle in
800which the Argunaut was introduced. In the Argunaut lessons described, the teacher organized
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801the groups, and publicly reflected on the groups’ performance in the post-discussion reflective
802sessions. However, he did not moderate the ongoing discussion synchronically, leaving the
803floor to the students. The results of study contradict the results of Baker et al. (2012). In our
804study, these disengaged students maintained off-topic and social talk during the initial stages of
805a whole subclass moderated debate. As the sessions progressed, the off-topic and social talk
806came to an end. The seemingly unbridgeable gap between classroom talk and a subculture’s
807group genre (Hymes 1996), became bridgeable through the mediating presence of the high
808performing students who, without the teacher’s presence, maintained his voice and introduced
809it as legitimate to Yoel and Dor. In Agam’s discussion, the teacher’s voice was so naturally
810assimilated that the conversational space actually was saved only for on task contributions.
811Yoel witnessed how talk goes on without an institutional moderator. He felt the group’s
812pressure on him to try to excel. His peers did not exclude him because he was a newcomer.
813In his old group, talking like the teacher without his imposition could not happen. The virtual
814conversational space reproduced the same old power relations, but Agam’s group discussion
815showed another possibility. Coming back to his original discussion group the following week,
816Yoel acted out his recently acquired role of participant. It was not only a matter of being
817thematically attuned, nor was it a greater degree of accountability. His “response-ability” had
818undergone a change, thus transforming the virtual conversational space into a different and
819reclaimed one, a common space belonging to the group.
820How were Dor and Yoel treated while participating as newcomers in the Argunaut second
821session? If we think of the situation in terms of apprenticeship or in terms of guided
822participation, we might see some of its powerful transformative traits. In fact, it seems that
823the apprenticeship or the guided participation was effective primarily because those serving in
824the roles did so unwittingly. The tutors/peers were also unaware aware of the fact that the
825newcomer comes from a different speech community. The confusion was magnified by the fact
826that both Yoel and Dor acted as technically capable discussants of the Argunaut. It was not the
827capacity to produce but their norms that distinguished them. As a result, the tutor/peers treated
828them as equals. Guided participation is basically considered a process of becoming, through
829gradual involvement and through greater exposure to the multiple facets of the act. The
830transformative power of the situation was related to the unique guided-participation process
831of Dor and Yoel likely resulted from the equal status of the peers; the fact that no one assumed
832the role of teachermeant that no one was put in the position of not knowing something already
833known by others. Instead, it was a situation in which all peers were ‘just’ acting together. The
834dialogic education that transpired in the discussions was not mentioned. The normative
835message was so subtle that even the messengers spreading it had no educational pretenses
836which harm so many educational encounters based on the unequal positioning between the one
837who knows and the one who does not know. What would have happened if the situation were
838to have taken place in the presence of the teacher? First, students would have been categorized
839in accordance with their performance levels. Second, the teacher would have brought the
840communicational-dialogical aspect of the situation to the fore. Third, he would never have
841used the explicit words, nor would he have reacted to the under-performing students in the
842same way their peers did, not only because it is not appropriate, but because he would have
843seen them as subjects for teaching. He would have used instructional discourse (Johnstone
8442008) and doing so would have transformed the setting into his own space, thus reaffirming
845Yoel and Dor’s original group’s perceptions of it. Moreover, if the teacher were to have
846suggested the discursive behavior he was trying to implement, it would have turned into a
847dichotomous space in which there were two ways to talk: the teacher’s authoritative voice,
848oppressive to some, or the students’ non-thematic subversive voice. The possibility of the in-
849between, a space tolerant of the existence of the multivoicedness would never have emerged.
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850By overcoming the dichotomy between the teacher’s voice and their own voices, they acquired
851the space, broadened their views on how to be a student and expanded their discursive
852repertoire.

853The meaning of silence and the transformed conversational space

854The Argunaut interface highlights a central characteristic of talk, which is the ambiguity of
855silence. Unlike face-to-face dialogue between two participants in which the sequencing is
856clearer, Argunaut discussions usually involve more than two peers and moreover, the act of
857posting a contribution, is not like an act of addressing a specific addressee. Addressing specific
858individuals takes place only when students (voluntarily) link their contribution to others
859through naming or usage of links. Participants also lacking complementary communicational
860information like gazes and gestures. As a result, unless one is directly mentioning his peer or
861linking a post to someone else’s, it is not clear who the addressee is. This feature has the
862potential of producing a high level of engagement as well as detachment. The Argunaut
863environment makes the order of sequential relations unusual in that they have to be performed
864intentionally and not automatically. The subtle relations which usually go unnoticed in
865ordinary talk among peers now need to be carefully reconsidered.
866That is also the case with silence in the conversational space. Participants need to revise
867their assumptions on sequential delicate issues such as when is there silence; what is the
868participant’s obligation to his peers in terms of the appropriate amount of participation? How
869long might one avoid posting before being labeled as an avoider? Looking at silence from the
870perspective of dialogue and sequentiality, the phenomenon is a consequence of tacit expecta-
871tions between participants with regard to the space of conversation. Being silent is a problem
872when there are uncoordinated expectations about how to share the space. It is clear that the
873discursive behavior is interpreted in situ, in accordance with the norms governing: the teacher
874won’t view a silent student as problematic when the lesson is designed as a lecture. The same
875discursive behavior, however, will be seen as such in a different setting. More than that, silence
876is a psychological issue of production capacity. In educational settings, silence is a political
877issue having to do with the question of “who owns the floor” (Sacks and Jefferson 1992). What
878the Argunaut approach does is to redistribute the ‘floor’. As the teacher fades out, the space is
879given to the students to reclaim. Dor and Yoel’s silence in the second discussion proved to
880mean something completely different from the same silence in the classroom, where the
881teacher owns the floor. The notion of students’ proprietorship over the space was achieved
882through the reactions to their silence and non-participation. Their later acts of high-engagement
883in the third discussion are interpreted as first signs of feelings of ownership towards the space.

884Opening space for multivoicedness

885Avi’s contributions (excerpt 3) were very polarized: most of them are off-topic, discussant-
886intended and pidginized. Yet, once in a while, Avi moved into another register, used a different
887function of the language and contributed on-task utterances using a different kind of discourse.
888We believe that the Argunaut dialogic characteristics made a unique contribution to the smooth
889movement across speech communities. The Argunaut system nurtures this broadening of the
890repertoire in three ways: first, by eliminating the prosody of the utterance and softening the
891linguistic differences and the immediate social identification and attribution that comes with it;
892second, through the written delayed responses. There is a greater ‘wait time’ between the act of
893reading and the reaction of writing. The possibility of bursting out at someone is softened
894through writing. One cannot merely shout at someone. Third, the burden of immediate turn-
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895taking is not present. Not only does the response not have to come immediately, some
896utterances are not directed towards a specific addressee. One might read it as a general
897contribution directed to the entire community. Hence, participants respond intentionally after
898selecting what’s worth replying to and after formulating the appropriate response. Although the
899utterance is ever present, it is detached from its creator so the other participants can relate to it
900without being obligated to the speaker. This detachment of the utterance from the speaker/
901writer reduces the power of imposition the speaker has on the other discussants, or if seen from
902the other side of the dialogue, it gives greater freedom to the addressees. The interesting
903finding here is that the relative detachment described here between the speaker/writer to the
904utterance has a liberating effect on the general contributions of the students; they are not
905obligated to speak from a fixed position, they can allow themselves to be incoherent, i.e., to get
906involved in the on-task conversation at the same time they are maintaining their old ways of
907talking in the conversational space.
908Excerpt 3 gathers Avi’s contributions in the first session after filtering the contributions of
909the students of his group. All of them are very much response-oriented. As a result, the
910importance of the delayed-response and the disregard of time are crucial. It is interesting to see
911how Avi captured himself in his own prison of one-dimensional voicing of insult and
912harassment, especially as we place it in the context of his dialogicality, that is, his reliance
913on the other for the sake of getting responses. Yoel and Gabby are his points of reference, and
914he acknowledges that. In a sense, Avi’s statement brings to the fore the incongruence between
915particularity and communality in his inner voice (Nikulin 2006). In his case, the crying need
916for expressivity was based on an unsteady foundation of communication. Avi is heavily
917dependent on his peers for his bullying. In the normal classroom scenario one would delete
918the other, as neither the teacher nor the students would be willing to relinquish space for
919insulting expressions as a basis of communication. The Argunaut afforded ways to balance
920between the two, through its decentralizing effect and by changing the immediate dialogic
921sequentiality.
922Excerpt 3 923

924
927yoellllll ya stinkkkker!!”

929yoelll ya stinkkkkkkkkkkkkker!”

931“let’s crash stinker Amos”

933“is it right to steal for foodd?!”

935“let’s do super [market] today….”
936

937Conclusion

938In the present study, we analyzed three personal trajectories of participation and their inter-
939section with the group to which they belonged. Tracing the trajectories of disengaged students
940in a classroom engaged in CSCL is an important goal in pursuing a more complete under-
941standing of learning. Disengaged and other underperforming groups of students are highly
942neglected in the learning sciences literature. The common approach to such students views
943them as if they were all similar. The study of trajectories of participation carries the potential to
944look carefully and continuously at the particularity of performances in order to incorporate
945them into a full account of classroom talk and learning.
946Major discursive changes occurred, with a special kind of apprenticeship as the catalyst.
947Peer pressure encouraged students to join the collaborative effort without teacher intervention.
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948The conversational space functioned as a collective playground in which every contribution−
949or the lack of contributions (e.g., silence) – matters to all.
950This study presents the possibility that multivoicedness is necessary in the process of
951developing richer stances toward classroom assignments. Incorporating multivoicedness de-
952velops gradually with the mediation of different intermediate levels of activity. Establishing
953desired norms in the classroom occurs when these norms exist alongside student’s former way
954of talking. CSCL affordances played a crucial role in this opening towards multivoicedness;
955among them are the suspension of immediate response, the elimination of prosody, a time to
956think things through, a less socially-signed environment and the ‘general-addressee’ effect.
957The very fact that the perception of the space and its meaning itself is not clearly defined, turns
958Argunaut into a sphere of potential transition and change. Argunaut encourages students to
959visit and experience different discursive cultures, all performing under the same conditions,
960thus adding to students’ repertoire and encouraging the possibility to dialogize.
961Major classroom ‘identities’ such as ‘weak’, ‘non-achiever’, or ‘disengaged’ lose their
962imposing hold on the conversation unfolded in the virtual space. We believe that this was a
963result of the teacher not participating in the Argunaut discussions. On the other hand, those
964discussions followed other discussions during which he helped establishing desirable dialog-
965ical discursive norms among engaged students. Moreover, the teacher was not totally absent
966during Argunaut discussions: the design of the assignments encouraged collaboration, delib-
967erately emphasizing care for the other and full participation, as ‘good conversation’ charac-
968teristics. As the presence of the teacher faded from the virtual space, the appropriated
969discursive norms remained; the discussions continued to develop, without any reference to
970the students’ status, only to their utterances (or their lack of utterances). This demonstrates the
971extent to which classroom social identification categories are discursive constructs organized
972around teachers’ presence and activities.
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